ZASTAVA
ARMS USA
Z A S TAVA A R M S U S A . CO M

SPORTING RIFLES

M70

M70 Standard (SL)

STANDARD

*Pig back stock

THUMB SAFETY

M70 Standard (MK)
All calibers of M70 Standard

M70 Standard (MK) with Monte Carlo stock.

*Monte Carlo stock

T
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he Zastava M70 bolt action sporting rifle
features the legendary Original Mauser
locking system. This durable rifle features
a standard blued finish and a cold forged
chrome-vanadium barrel which guarantee
excellent accuracy, steady precision, and long
service life.
The stock is made from carefully selected fine
walnut and is available in both Pig back and
Monte Carlo styles. A walnut grip cap and rubber recoil pad are also featured on this rifle.
The stock is finished with oil and polished to
perfection.

All other features and options (stocks & triggers) are identical to the features and options of M70 Standard.

Trigger options are:
-Standard single trigger
-Single DAT trigger (A push forward pre-trigger
option resulting in a light trigger pull)
-Double set trigger (Cocked rear trigger
results in a light pull on forward trigger)
Other features include updated thumb safety,
adjustable iron sights, drilled & tapped holes
for scope mount and securely fitted sling
mounts.

Model

M70 Standard

Calibers

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/lb/

Barrel length
/inches/

Total length
/inches/

.22-250 Rem., 6mm Rem., 6.5x57,
7x57, 8x57 JS, 6.5x55 SE, .270 Win.,
7x64, .30-06, .25-06, 9.3x62

5+1

7.94

23.622 / 22.05

44.88/ 43.70

.243 Win., .308 Win.

4+1

7.94

23.622 /22.05

44.88 /43.70

.264 Win.Mag., 7mm Rem.Mag.,
7mm-08 Rem., .300 Win.Mag.

3+1

7.94

23.622 / 22.05

44.88 / 43.70

.375 H&H, .458 Win.Mag.

3+1

7.94

23.622 / 22.05

44.88 / 43.70
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SPORTING RIFLES

M70

Lux version

M70 FullStock

All calibers of M70 Standard

M70 rifle with full stock and shortened barrel.
All other features and options (stock & trigger) are identical to the features of the M70 Standard.

M70 Battue

All calibers of M70 Standard
M70 Standard| Battue (with express sight - for quick target aquisition)
All other features and options (stocks & triggers) are identical to features and options of M70 Standard.

Lux version
M70 American Style

M70 Left Hand

All calibers of M70 Standard

All calibers of M70 Standard

M70 Standard, ergonomically suited to accomodate left handed shooters. All other features and options
(stock & trigger) are identical to M70 Standard.
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M70 Fullstock

Fullstock
Left hand
Battue
American style

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/lbs/

5+1

7.94

4+1

7.94

.264 Win.Mag., 7mm Rem.Mag.,
7mm-08 Rem., .300 Win.Mag.

3+1

.375 H&H, .458 Win.Mag.

3+1

Models Calibers
.22-250 Rem., 6mm Rem., 6.5x57, 7x57, 8x57
JS, 6.5x55 SE, .270 Win., 7x64, .30-06, .25-06,
9.3x62
.243 Win., .308 Win.

Barrel length Total length
/in/
/in/

M70 STANDARD | American style
All other features and options (stocks & triggers) are identical to features and options of M70 Standard.
Models

41.33

M70 Left Hand

20

41.33

M70 Battue

7.94

20

41.33

M70 American Style

7.94

20

41.33

20

Weight
/lbs/

Barrel length
/in/

Total length
/in/

5+1

7.94

23.62 / 22.04

44.88 / 43.30

4+1

7.94

23.62 / 22.04

44.88 / 43.30

.264 Win.Mag., 7mm Rem.Mag.,
7mm-08 Rem., .300 Win.Mag.

3+1

7.94

23.62 / 22.04

44.88 / 43.30

.375 H&H, .458 Win.Mag.

3+1

7.94

23.62 / 22.04

44.88 / 43.30

Calibers

.22-250 Rem., 6mm Rem., 6.5x57, 7x57, 8x57 JS,
6.5x55 SE, .270 Win., 7x64, .30-06, .25-06, 9.3x62
.243 Win., .308 Win.

Capacity
/rounds/
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SPORTING RIFLES

M70PS

M70 PS
with iron sights

All calibers of M70 Standard

Available with or without iron sights

M70
PS
without iron sights

THUMB SAFETY
FRONT IRON SIGHT

All calibers of M70 Standard

REAR IRON SIGHT

T
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his series of sporting rifles combines design advantages of Zastava’s M70 rifle and the
combination of state - of - the - art polymer materials. Generations of hunters have praised
the simple, timeless design as it continues to be the rifle of choice for many, around the world.
Carefully created at the request of our enthusiasts from all over the world, the M70PS stock
is made from the most resistant and durable polymer materials available today. Mauser reliability, and durable everyday design make this rifle a sporting favorite.

Model

M70 PS

Calibers

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/lbs/

Barrel length
/in/

Total length
/in/

.22-250 Rem., 6mm Rem., 6.5x57,
7x57, 8x57 JS, 6.5x55 SE, .270 Win.,
7x64, .30-06, .25-06, 9.3 x 62

5+1

7.94

23.62 /
22.05

45.08 / 43.50

.243 Win., .308 Win.

4+1

7.94

23.62 /
22.05

45.08 / 43.50

.264 Win. Mag., 7 mm Rem. Mag.,
7 mm - 08 Rem., .300 Win. Mag.

3+1

7.94

23.62 /
22.05

45.08 / 43.50
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SPORTING RIFLES

M808
M07 MATCH

M808

All calibers of
M70 Standard

M07 Match
.308 Win
7.62x54mm

OPTIONAL BI-POD
PICATINNY RAIL

DETACHABLE MAGAZINE

Sporting rifle M808

contemporary rifle is based on the authentic
TcoldhisMauser
system, Zastava is known for worldwide. The
forged chrome vanadium steel barrel insures high
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accuracy and precision.
The cylindrical shaped free-floating barrel with a crown
on the muzzle provides additional match grade accuracy. The barrel and action ha a fine velvet blue finish
that does not reflect light.
The receiver is of a polygonal shape and features Picatinny rail, both made from one block of steel.The rail
allows for low-profile optical-electronic device mounting. Bolt-receiver assembly enables continuous movement of the bolt, for quick repeating.

THREE POSITION SAFETY

The mechanical safety, placed on the bolt sleeve has
three positions:
- blocked bolt and trigger,
- blocked trigger - free bolt,
- free bolt - free trigger.
Single DAT (Double Action Trigger).
Magazine is detachable, and its made of high strenght
polymer.
The exceptionally ergonomic stock is made of high
quality walnut, and its available in both “Varmint”
(stock with thumbhole stock) & “Bavarian” (high cheek
pad) styles

The design of the M07 MATCH sporting rifle is based on the famous Mauser Action, which in combination

with a heavy, hammer-forged barrel, guarantees extremely high accuracy. The rifle is furnished with variable geometric wooden stock, with adjustable comb height and length of pull that enables each shooter to adjust the rifle in accordance with his own comfort level. The receiver is of polygonal shape, with integrated Picatinny rail, both of which
are made from the same block of steel. An optional adjustable and detachable folding bi-pod can be attached to the
mounting pin, located on the tip of the stock.

Models
M808

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/lbs/

Barrel length
/in/

Total length
/in/

8.82

25.59

46.92

.375 H&H, .458 Win.Mag.

5+1
4+1
3+1
3+1

8.82
8.82
8.82

25.59
25.59
25.59

46.92
46.92
46.92

.308 Win., 7.62 x 54 mm

5+1

11.46

25.59

46.92

Calibers
.22-250 Rem., 6mm Rem., 6.5 x 57, 7 x 57, 8 x 57 JS, 6.5 x 55 SE
.270 Win., 7 x 64, .30-06 Spring., .25-06, 9.3 x 62
.243 Win., .308 Win.
.264 Win.Mag., 7 mm Rem.Mag., 7 mm-08 Rem., .300 Win.Mag.

M07 Match
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SPORTING RIFLES

M07 AF
M07 AS
M93 BLACK ARROW

M93

BLACK ARROW

12.7 x108mm
.50 Browning

*Scope not included

LONG RANGE RIFLE

M07 AS

.308 Win.
7.62 x 54 mm
6.5 x 55 SE
.300 Win. Mag.

Optional
Bipod

Optional:
Optical sights

- M07 AF with side folding stock
- M07 AS with fixed stock.

The design of these rifles is based on the famous Mauser M98 Action, which in combination with heavy, hammer forged barrel, guaran-
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This long range Mauser based bolt action system has a proven history of over a century long.
The maximum effective range of this rifle is 1700-2000 yards , depending on the caliber model.
Features :
•
excellent balance
•
stock with two spring buffers
•
muzzle brake reduces recoil by 62%
•
stock and forehand made of fiber glass reinforced polymer
•
adjustable folding bipod
•
locking - Mauser system
•
smooth bolt guidance throught the entire lenght of its movement whitin the receiver
•
heavy fluted barrel insures accurate and precise projectile travel with highest energy potential.
•
chrome plated barrel
•
barrels are made with the technology used on heavy machine gun barrels of the same caliber,
which have a ballistic life of more than 5 000 rounds.

tees extremely high accuracy. Versions M07 AF and M07 are furnished with aluminium-alloy stock with many adjustment capabilities.
Adjustable comb height & length of pull enable each shooter to adjust the rifle in accordance with their own comfort level. The receiver

is of polygonal shape, with integrated Picatinny rail, both of which are made from the same block of steel.
Models

M07 AF &
M07 AS
Long range
rifle M93

Calibers
.308 Win.,
7.62 x 54 mm,
6.5 x 55 SE,
.300 Win. Mag.
12.7 x108mm
.50 Browning

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/lbs/

Barrel length
/in/

Total length
/in/

5+1
5+1
5+1
5+1
5+1
5+1

10.93
10.93
10.93
10.93
36.82
35.93

25.59
25.59
25.59
25.59
39.37
33.07

46
46
46
46
65.75
59.05

Total length
with folded stock

36.61
36.61
36.61
36.61
N/A
N/A
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SPORTING RIFLES

*Scope not included

M12

M12

BLACK SPEAR

.50 Browning
12.7 x108mm

BLACK SPEAR

Sporting rifle M12

T
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he long range Mauser based
M12 rifle will fulfill the highest
expectations of the most demanding shooters who participate in the
complex and discipline demanding sport of long range shooting.
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Chrome plated heavy barrel provides exceptional accuracy and
precision. Barrel fluting promotes
cooling and contributes to precision. Excellent overall balance
and muzzle break provide shooter outstanding comfort. Aluminum stock has a built - in buffer,
which significantly reduces the
recoil.

The receiver and integrated Picatinny rail are both made from
the same block of steel, enabling
easy assembly of optical devices.
Standard bi-pod mount enables
easy integration of third party bipods. An adjustable, third folding
leg is also built in to the stock for
added stability.

Optional:
Optical sights
Models

Calibers

M12

.50 BMG
12.7 x 108 mm
(1/2 x 4 1/4 in)

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/lbs/

Barrel length
/in/

Total length
/in/

Type of fire

Locking system

5+1
5+1

28.5
29.67

33
39.64

59.84
66.93

Single shot
Single shot

Rotating bolt
Rotating bolt
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SPORTING RIFLES

M85

M85 Standard
All calibers of M85 Standard

Standard
Fullstock
Hornet
Hornet - Fullstock

M85 Fullstock

All calibers of M85 Standard

M85 Fullstock | M85 Standard rifle with Full stock and shortened barrel.

All other features and options are identical to the M85 Standard.

M85 Hornet

caliber: .22 HORNET

M85 Hornet - Fullstock

M85 Hornet is a specific version of Mini Mauser Sporting rifle.

Caliber: .22 HORNET

M85 Hornet - Fullstock | M85 Hornet rifle with full stock.

Available in .22 HORNET caliber and fed from a detachable magazine.

T
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he M85 rifle is based on traditional locking system that Zastava applies repeatedly in its sporting rifles.
The Mini Mauser is commonly accepted name for sporting rifles that
use lower-energy ammunition, but
keep fundamental operating principles of the 1898 military designed rifle. Zastava has long been a pioneer
of this concept, and it is constantly
dictating the tempo in its continued development and design.

This durable rifle features a standard blued finish and a cold forged
chrome-vanadium barrel, which
guarantee excellent accuracy, steady
precision, and long service life.
The stock is made of carefully selected
fine walnut, and it’s available in both
Pig back and Monte Carlo styles. A
walnut grip cap and rubber recoil
pad are also featured on this rifle. The
stock is finished with oil and polished
to perfection.

Trigger options are:
- Standard single trigger
- Single DAT trigger (a push forward
pre-trigger option, resulting in light
trigger pull)
- Double set trigger (Cocked rear
trigger otion results in a light pull on
forward trigger)
Other features include updated
thumb safety, adjustable iron sights,
drilled & tapped holes for scope
mount, & securely fitted sling mounts.

Models

Calibers

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/lbs/

Barrel length
/in/

Total length
/in/

M85 Standard

.223 Rem., .222 Rem., .222 Rem.
Mag., .22-250 Rem., 7.62 x 39 mm

5+1

6.17

20

39.73

M85 Fullstock

.223 Rem., .222 Rem., .222 Rem.
Mag., .22-250 Rem., 7.62 x 39 mm

5+1

5.95

18.11

37.79

M85 Hornet - Fullstock

.22 HORNET

5+1

6.39

18.11

37.79

M85 Hornet

.22 HORNET

5+1

5.95

20

39.73
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SMALLBORE RIFLES

MP 22
MP17

MP
MP 22 / MP 22 N
MP 17 / MP 17 N
MP 22 Fullstock /
MP 17 Fullstock

MP 22N
MP 17N

.22 LR
.22 WMRF
.17 HMR

.22 LR
.22 WMRF
.17 HMR

MP 22 N / MP 17 N are versions of smallbore rifles with muzzle thread and its protecting ring.
All other features and options are identical to the features and characteristics of the basic model.

SAFETY LEVER

Smallbore precision and inexpensive ammunition cost makes
shooting a delight, whether for
sport or small game hunting.

E

xtremely high precision, extremely mild
recoil, and great price point are all direct
factors making the MP one of the most desired smallbore rifles in the world market.
These rifles fire more rounds per year, than any
other type of sporting rifle worldwide.
Its light weight and mild recoil are pleasant surprise for shooters of all skill levels.
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MP 22 Fullstock
MP 17N Fullstock

.22 LR
.22 WMRF
.17 HMR

MP 22 Fullstock / MP 17 Fullstock are versions of smallbore rifles with Fullstock and shortened barrel.
All other features and options are identical to the features and characteristics of the basic model.

Factors that give this smallbore rifle exceptional
accuracy and precision include:
- Legendary Mauser rotating bolt system
- Cold forged chrome-vanadium barrel.
Stock is made of oiled and polished, select fine walnut. Other features include updated thumb safety,
adjustable iron sights, drilled & tapped holes for scope
mount and securely fitted sling mounts.

Models

Calibers

MP 22

.22 LR, .22 WMRF

MP 17

.17 HMR

MP 22 N / MP 17 N

.22 LR, .22 WMRF,
.17 HMR

MP 22 Fullstock
MP 17 Fullstock

.22 LR, .22 WMRF
.17 HMR

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/lbs/

5+1
5+1
5+1
5+1
5+1

6.17
6.17
6.17
5.95
5.95

Barrel length
/in/

22
22
22
18
18

Total length
/in/

41
41
41
37
37
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Action & Barreled action

ACTIONS &
BARRELED ACTIONS

Barreled Action M85
All calibers of M85 Standard

Barreled Action M70

M70
&
M85

All calibers of M85 Standard

with iron sights

Barreled Action M85
All calibers of M85 Standard

with iron sights

Barreled Action M70
All calibers of M85 Standard

Action M85

All calibers of M85 Standard

Action M85
All calibers of M85 Standard

Z
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astava offers actions & barreled actions for all models and versions of our
sporting rifles and smallbore rifles. These semi-complete assemblies are
available to firearm manufacturers for new product integration. Technical
characteristics of these assemblies are identical to Zastava’s Standard, Battue, Left Hand, & Full Stock M70 and M85 model sporting rifles.

ACTION & BARRELED ACTION M85

ACTION & BARRELED ACTION M70
Type

S
B
M
D

Calibers

.308 Win., .243 Win., .22-250 Rem., 6mm Rem.
7x64, .30-06, .270 Win., 8x57 JS, 7x57,
.25-06 Rem., 6.5x57, 9.3x62, 6.5x55 SE
.300 Win. Mag, .264 Win. Mag.,
7mm Rem. Mag. 7mm-08, .458 Win.Mag.
.375 H&H

Bolt
Head

Magazine
Length

Action
Length

Type

.470 ‘‘

2 7/8 ‘‘

9 ‘‘

S

.470 ‘‘

3 3/8 ‘‘

9 ‘‘

B1

.532 ‘‘

3 11/16 ‘‘

9 ‘‘

B2

.532 ‘‘

3 11/16 ‘‘

9 ‘‘

Calibers

Bolt
Head

Magazine
Length

Action
Length

.222 Rem., .223 Rem., .222 Rem. Mag. .390 ‘‘

2 19/64 ‘‘

7 3/16 ‘‘

7.62 x 39 mm

.450 ‘‘

2 19/64 ‘‘

7 3/16‘‘

22-250 Rem.

.480 ‘‘

2 19/64’’

7 3/16’’
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SPOR TING RIFLES

Lux
and
Exclusive

Model: M70 Exclusive

M70 Exclusive

In calibers:
All calibers of M70 Standard

The Lux & Exclusive line features “one of a kind” rifles and handguns with hand carved stocks and hand
engraved metal parts. Zastava Arms has a long history of engraving firearms.

Hunting and sporting weapons, rifles, personal
use pistols and other weapons with the “signature” of the engravers are owned by famous
world statesmen, ambassadors, artists, politicians, actors, athletes, and famous collectors
from all over the world.
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Precious metals such as gold and silver are
now often inlaid in the metal engraving, which,
besides artistic impression, significantly increase
the value of the weapon. Other techniques such
as multi-level polishing, sandblasting, blueing,
and chrome plating are also being used. Each
weapon is engraved by the same artist, wood
and metal, from start to finish!

ENGRAVED GRIP CAP

CARVED HAND GRIP

ENGRAVED HANDLE

ENGRAVED

CARVED HANDGRIP

ENGRAVED GRIP CAP

ENGRAVED HANDLE

ENGRAVING ON THE SIGHT

During the 1960’s, Zastava oruzje already had its first weapon engraver, craftsman Milos Okiljevic. In the 7O’s, engraving was done exclusively by Slovenian, Zdenko Perhinek. He mainly used the photo chemical method, and very little hand engraving. Then in 1977, the factory selected five gunsmiths who
had an eye for art (Zdenko Perhinek, Radivoje Lazic, Dragomir Milojkovic, Novica Prokic and Ranko Babic) and sent them to one of the oldest European
centers - Suhl - for training in hand-engraving. The craftsmen quickly mastered the German style, and the application of arabesque and hunting themed
engraving. They also started development of the autochthonous arabesque, with a number of elements from national folklore. These craftsmen then
trained the next generation of Zastava’s engravers, using the method they learned from the Germans. They then started producing artwork-based engraving on metal and carving on wooden parts of the weapons.
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S E M I - AU T O M AT I C
SPORTING RIFLES

ZPAPM70

ZPAPM70 WOOD
Classic wood furniture

ZPAPM70 BLK

IN CALIBER: 7.62 x 39 mm

The ZPAPM70 is a semi-automatic rifle,
inspired by the design of the M70 rifle.
This rifle is very well known around the
world as a dependable, lightweight,
no-nonsense firearm.
Features include:
-Semi automatic gas operated
system
-Bolt hold open notch on safety
selector
-Double stack bolt
-Stamped receiver
-Cold hammer forged barrel
-Adjustable front & rear iron sights
-Available with 10 or 30 round
detachable magazine

High quality BLACK polymer
forearm,magazine, pistol grip
and collapsible stock.

*Displayed with scope and bipod

tachable 10-box magazines. In concept, it is similar to the Soviet
Dragunov sniper/designated marksman rifle. While the design
of the M91 is based upon an elongated version of the AK-47 design just like its predecessor, the Zastava M76, the M91 features
several modifications, bringing it closer to the Dragunov style.
The separate stock and pistol grip used on the M76 have been
replaced with a thumbhole stock made of synthetic polymer
material resembling that used on the Russian rifle. This rifle is
chambered in 7.62x54mmR.

ZPAPM70 FDE

FLAT DARK EARTH
High quality polymer forearm,
magazine, pistol grip and
collapsible stock.

Semi - automatic Sporting rifle Zastava M91
Caliber: 7.62 x 54R
Available summer 2019!

ZPAPM70 OD

OLIVE DRAB
High quality polymer forearm,
magazine, pistol grip and
collapsible stock.

ZPAPM70 PSTH

Polymer furniture with
push-trough thumbhole stock
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Zastava M91 is a semi-automatic rifle fed from de-

MO DE L LIST & SPECS

Calibers

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/lbs/

Barrel length
/in/

Total length
/in/

ZPAPM70 PSTH

Thumbhole Stock & Forearm

7.62 x 39 mm

10 / 30

7.95

16.25

36.25

ZPAPM70 WOOD

Wood Stock & Forearm

7.62 x 39 mm

10 / 30

7.7

16.25

36.25

ZPAPM70 BLK

Black Polymer (Collapsible) Stock, Pistol & Forearm Grip

7.62 x 39 mm

10 / 30

7.7

16.25

35.50 | 37.25

ZPAPM70 FDE

Flat Dark Earth Polymer (Collapsible) Sock, Pistol & Forearms Grip

7.62 x 39 mm

10 / 30

7.7

16.25

35.50 | 37.25

ZPAPM70 OD

Olive Drab Polymer (Collapsible) Stock, Pistol & Forearm Grip

7.62 x 39 mm

10 / 30

7.7

16.25

35.50 | 37.25

ZPAPM70 UF

Under Fold Collapsible Stock w Polymer pistol and forearm grip
Same options as for M70, comes in NATO caliber 5.56 x 45mm
Polymer stock & forearm long barrel sniper rifle

7.62 x 39 mm

10 / 30

8

16.25

26/35.5

.223 Rem

10 / 30

7.5

18.25

36.25

7.62 x 54R

10

11.4

24.41

47.05

ZPAPM90
M91
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S E M I - AU T O M AT I C
SPORTING PISTOLS

ZPAP92
ZPAP85
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SEMI-AUTOMATIC

ZASTAVA

ZPAP92

ZASTAVA ZPAP85

SEMI-AUTOMATIC
7.62 x 39 mm

Semi - automatic pistols ZPAP92 & ZPAP85 were created by the modification of the PAP M70 rifle .
Precision and accuracy of ZPAPM70 rifle are kept in this compact, fun to shoot,
short barrel version of Zastava’s AK platform firearm. They come with black
synthetic pistol grip and high quality wooden forearm, that gives it classic AK look
everyone is a after. Both pistols share the same look, with only difference in caliber.
ZPAP85 model is chambered for the NATO 5.56×45mm (.223 Remington) round, ZPAP92 uses the
standard 7.62x39 mm round, as found in ZPAPM70 semi rifles. They both come with 30+1 round
magazines.

MO DEL

LIST

&

SPECS

Calibers

5.56 x 45mm NATO
.223 Remington

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/lbs/

Barrel length
/in/

Total length
/in/

ZPAP92

Semi automatic pistol with wood forearm

7.62 x 39 mm

30+1

6.5

10

19

ZPAP85

Semi automatic pistol with wood forearm

5.56 x 45mm NATO
.223 Remington

30+1

6.5

10

19
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Pistols
M88A
M57A
M70AA

Z

astava Arms has been producing single action pistols for more than half a century. These reliable and
accurate pistols are backed by the decades of experience we have in this type of production. New market
demand of these classics has made them available once again in several finishes and calibers. These pistols will
be “factory new”, not to be confused with the surplus units that are in circulation.

EXTERNAL SAFETY LEVER

Pistols

SINGLE ACTION

SIGLE ACTION

M57A

When pushed down,
pistol firing mechanism is
disabled.

in caliber: 7.62mm

SINGLE ACTION

M57 A is an upgrade of the basic M57 model. Similar

M88A

to the design of the Soviet TT pistol, it has been popular
for decades due to its proven high quality. This classic single action weapon is known for reliability and precision.
The M57 A has an external safety and ergonomic improvements in the polymer handgrip covers.

9 mm PARA

SIGLE ACTION

M70AA
9mm
in caliber:

M70AA

is an upgrade of the basic M57 model, chambered
in 9mm version. Similar to the design of the Soviet TT pistol, it
has been popular for decades due to its proven high quality. This
classic single action weapon is known for reliability and precision. The M70AA has an external safety and ergonomic improvements in the polymer handgrip covers.

M88A is an improved version of the basic Model

M88. It features an external safety and ergonomic
improvements made to the polymer handgrip, as well
as to the bottom of the easily changeable magazine.
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Models

Calibers

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/lb/

Barrel length
/in/

Height
/in/

Total length
/in/

M57A
M70AA
M88 A

7.62 mm

9

1.94

4.57

5.11

7.87

9 mm PARA

8

1.94

4.57

5.11

7.87

9 mm PARA

8

1.87

3.78

5.11

6.89

M57A & M70AA MODELS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE IN
TWO TONE & POLISHED CHROME !
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Pistols
CZ 999
CZ 999 Compact
EZ9
EZ40
EZ9 Compact
EZ40 Compact

CZ999

EZ40

EZ9

is a modern, updated version
of the famous CZ99. This semi-automatic pistol
features a high quality alloy frame, machined steel
slide, & chrome lined barrel. Fully ambidextrous
slide release/decocker and grip magazine release.
The sights are square, with 3 white dots to aid
aiming in low light conditions. It also features
high impact polymer grips, drop free mags, & a
loaded chamber indicator. The standard finish is
phosphate and enamel on the aluminum parts,
while steel parts have a blued finish. The CZ999 is
also available in 2 tone & matte chrome finish.

.40 S&W

9 mm PARA

FULL SIZE VERSION

CZ999

Pistols

S I N G LE / D OU B LE AC TION

9 mm PARA

EZ40

COMPACT

.40 S&W

EZ9
HIGH CONTOUR
GRIP

LOADED CHAMBER
INDICATOR

AMBIDEXTROUS
CONTROLS

MATTE CHROME FINISH

CZ999

9 mm PARA

EZ 9 & EZ 40 models are slightly modified versions of the CZ999. The

skeletonized hammer and Picatinny rail for laser-light accessories are the only
difference. Available in both full size & compact. The standard phosphate &
blued finish EZ’s are also available in 2 tone & matte chrome finish.

9 mm PARA

Models
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It’s precision, accuracy, & reliability, have made this
contemporary pistol the trusted service weapon of
choice for many police, military, & security forces
worldwide. It’s functional & ergonomic design also
make it a great choice as an everyday, personal
defence weapon.

COMPACT

CZ999
9 mm PARA

CZ 999
CZ 999 Compact
EZ 9
EZ 9 Compact
EZ 40
EZ 40 Compact

Capacity
/rounds/

Weight
/lbs/

Barrel length
/in/

Height
/in/

Total length
/in/

9 mm PARA

10 / 15

2.02

4.25

5.51

7.79

9 mm PARA

10 / 15

1.98

3.86

5.51

7.79

9 mm PARA

10 / 15

2.09

4.25

5.51

7.79

9 mm PARA

10 / 15

1.98

3.86

5.51

7.79

.40 S & W

11

2.09

4.25

5.51

7.79

.40 S & W

11

1.98

3.86

5.51

7.79

Calibers

PICATINNY
RAIL
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Exclusive

M57AA
7.62 mm

Exclusive

M88A
9 mm PARA

Zastava
Zastavaarms
arms| 30| 30

Lux & Exclusive Pistols

Pistols
Exclusive
Pistols

S I N G LE / D O U B LE AC T I O N

Our of “one of a kind” Exclusive pistols are available in very limited quantities. Hand engraved and carved
by our highly talented and trained craftsmen, pistols are decorated using generations old techniques.
Using added techniques such as precious metal inlays, multi-level polishing, sandblasting, blueing and
chrome plating, these unique works of art are available by special request.

Exclusive

CZ999
9 mm PARA
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United States
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